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This is a di�cult and complicated topic that I have tried to condense into a ten minute
read. I hope I’m successful and you understand what I’m saying. God Bless America!

Haiti has descended into chaos, the acting President, Ariel Henry, has le� and the

Europeans who were there to keep the peace have all �ed the country as the situation
gets worse.

Criminals and violent gangsters now reportedly control 80% of Haiti’s capital of Port-

Au-Prince.
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The situation in Haiti is now so bad that the U.S. evacuated its embassy sta�. There are
even reports of people turning to cannibalism - gangsters are enslaving people,
murdering people, roasting them and eating them on the street.

Why should you care? Because this is the end result of Globalist (Communist) policies
put in place by the elite gri�ers and banksters who run the world. These are the
inconvenient truths that the tree huggers and bleeding hearts forget to mention or teach
you in school.

In fact, slavery and cannibalism still goes on in modern-day Africa, in places like Libya,

and other 3rd world countries - where, a�er the Hillary & Globalist-engineered fall of
Gadda�, the Horn of Africa opened up, illegals �ooded Europe and gangsters took over
Libya and now enslave, sell and roast their brothers and sisters for dinner - all thanks to
the policies of the New World Order.

This is what they want for America. These are the folks they want to import to America

so they can destroy America like they’re doing to Europe & Africa. It looks like the
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George Floyd riots before the 2020 election - doesn’t it?

Armed gangs attacked the prison in Port-au-Prince a�er Haiti’s new President le� the
nation to visit Kenya to seek help from the UN in dealing with the gang violence - at the

suggestion of the Biden regime.

A�er a gun battle between police and gangs that spanned days, nearly 4,000 inmates
managed to get out of Haiti’s largest prison and take over the country. Four police
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o�cers were killed. A state of emergency was declared and an immediate "renewable
72-hour curfew" is in e�ect.

Remember that Haiti’s former President Jovenel Moïse was assassinated in July 2021.
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More on that later. His replacement, Biden-backed Ariel Henry, had said he would hold

new elections in August 2025 but declared gang violence needed to be dealt with before
an election could be held fairly.
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One of the gang leaders, Jimmy Cherizier, called Bar-b-Que for short, called upon all
gangs to work together to overthrow Henry’s regime.

“All of us, the armed groups in the provincial towns and the armed groups in the capital
are united.”

The fake news LOVES Bar-b-Que! He’s their guy! He’s probably a CIA operative!

https://x.com/dom_lucre/status/1767724544943423627
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Ariel Henry was successful in negotiating for law enforcement assistance from Kenya,
securing 1,000 police o�cers to provide help to Haiti. A previous plan, that was agreed
upon in October 2023, would have provided a U.N.-authorized international police force

to Haiti but it was deemed unconstitutional by the Kenyan High Court.

The Biden administration wants to deploy a Multinational Security Support force, or
MSS, that has been in the works for over a year and a half. The Biden administration has
been pushing Henry to resign because he’s not doing as he’s told.

“Haiti’s National Police has only 9,000 o�cers to provide security for more than 11

million people, according to the U.N. They are routinely overwhelmed and outgunned
by gangs, which are estimated to control up to 80% of Port-au-Prince.”

Ah - so that is the real motivation behind letting criminals out of prison and
defunding the police. To justify a One World Order Army!

Where do you think the 300,000 “displaced” Haitians are going to go? To America and
we’ll pay for it!

While the situation in Haiti seems far removed from America, it might not be so distant.
America is slowly getting closer to the same reality that is being witnessed in Haiti. As
both foreign gangs pour over the border undeterred and domestic gangs slowly amass
more strength from so�-on-crime policies failing to disrupt their operations, conditions
for Haiti-like criminal chaos keep improving here.

We might be even worse o� than Haiti in such a scenario, as gangs here wouldn’t need
to bust out their compatriots as Soros-backed district attorneys push for catch-and-
release policies.

Of course, many would claim that America, the strongest nation in the world, could
never descend into the chaos seen in Haiti.

But with the nation being pushed to its limits with rampant in�ation, international
turmoil, a continuous border crisis, attacks on citizens’ Second Amendment rights and,
most of all, a lack of capable leaders, what realistically is stopping things from spiraling?
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I heard a chilling comment the other day: “We don’t even know if an election will be held in
2024.” 

That wasn’t said by a conspiracy theorist or a doomsday prophet. No, former U.S. national

security advisor Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn said that to the founder of The Western Journal, Floyd
Brown.

Gen. Flynn’s warning means that the 2024 election is the most important election for every
single living American. If we lose this one to the wealthy elites who hate us, hate God, and hate
what America stands for, we can only assume that 248 years of American history and the values

we hold dear to our hearts may soon vanish.

The end game is here, and as Benjamin Franklin said, “We must all hang together, or assuredly
we shall all hang separately.”

Remember how Hollywood celebrities hailed Haiti as a “great” country to live in a�er
President Trump called it a shithole and basically blamed Hillary and her le�-wing CIA
pals for ruining it? Yeah - how’s that going?

In response to Trump’s comments, various le�-wing celebrities including Bill Maher,
Susan Sarandon & Conan O’Brien all leapt to the defense of Haiti by wearing t-shirts
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with the phrase “Haiti is Great Already.”

Sadly, people are surprised by what’s going on in Haiti, don’t think it could happen here,
and don’t remember that under Stalin, Mao & Communism that TENS OF MILLIONS

of people were deliberately, cold-bloodedly murdered by forced famines.

Why do you think they are making food una�ordable, seizing farms, selling farmland to
the CCP, pushing bugs and burning down food factories in America! Forced famine!

In fact, it was not uncommon during the forced famines of Stalin and Mao for parents to

cook and eat their own children. Stalin & Mao both decided to “collectivize” farming,
seized all land, expelled landowners and le� people with nothing to eat—except,
sometimes, themselves. In the face of starvation families o�en kill their weakest
members, usually children, and use the meat for eating. Starving people ate their friends,
relatives, and even their own children.

At the height of the frenzy of China’s Communist “Cultural” Revolution, victims were
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eaten at gross “�esh banquets.” Teenaged Red Guards beat teachers to death for being
“counter-revolutionaries” and cut out their hearts, livers and genitals and ate them.

The cannibalism in Communist China & the Communist Soviet Union was not only due

to starvation but also due to a class struggle being whipped up, and was used to express
a kind of hatred. The murders were ghastly & beastly. There were beheadings, beatings,
live burials, stonings, drownings, boilings, group slaughters, disembowellings, digging
out hearts, livers, genitals, slicing o� �esh, blowing up with dynamite, and more.

Think about all the beatings and gang violence going on right now in America at the
hands of juveniles! History is repeating itself!

This is no conspiracy. It’s documented in records:

"Ma Waiyou, of Maiji commune, Xinmin village. Status: common peasant. He ate Chen
Zaxi. Relationship: spouse. He ate his own wife. He dug up her body and cooked it. Yang
Wenyi and Yuan Shuying of Houxiyan village together with eight people in total, dug up
the body of a child, cooked and ate it."

This was an era of cannibalism. One job in Communist forced labor camps was to sell
dead bodies.

"Their bodies were stripped of �esh, which was taken back to the front of the brigade
o�ce to be boiled in two big pots. Twenty or thirty people participated in the

cannibalism. Right out in the open, they boiled human �esh in front of the local
government o�ces. It was state sponsored cannibalism.”

There was even state-sponsored cannibalism at county fairs!
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“Thousands of people participated in the fairs. A fair was used as an occasion to
organize struggle sessions against so-called class enemies. And they just kill those
victims and they cut their chests they pried the hearts and livers out and just eat them.

At least 10.000 people participated.”

I know it’s awful to contemplate - but the truth is important to know!

Remember when President Trump warned about Hillary and her destructive policies
in Haiti at the 2016 Al Smith Dinner:

"Everyone knows, of course, Hillary's belief that - it takes a village - which only makes
sense, a�er all, in places like Haiti, where she has taken a number of them."

This was documented in a book called The Destruction of Haiti by Bill and Hillary
Clinton
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The history of the Clintons involvement in Haiti started in 1975 when they took their
honeymoon there. President Bill Clinton, in October of 1993, ordered warships into
Haitian waters to enforce a U.N. trade embargo to pave the way for the return to power

of Marxist leader, Jean Bertrand Aristide. 

The American government, under Clinton, supported the U.N. embargo cutting o�
Haiti’s lifeline of food and medicine.
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Bill Clinton’s agricultural policies in Haiti destroyed the country’s rice industry and the
Aristide-Clinton connection was a pathway for hard drugs and cocaine to enter the U.S.
with the support of drug kingpin Pablo Escobar. Some estimates were that over $20

million a month was tra�cked through Haiti while the Clinton Government turned a
blind eye and exported death to American youth.

The pillage of Haiti was further underway a�er the 2010 earthquake, with over 300,000
people dead and 2 million people le� homeless. The Clinton “Con Game” began through
the I.H.R.C, Interim Haiti Recovery Commission. Using her position as Secretary of

State, Hillary and the Clinton Foundation led the fund-raising e�orts for relief in Haiti.

Bill Clinton had long been perceived as the ‘shadow governor of Haiti,’ and the
Clintons were the power brokers in the Haiti relief e�ort. If you wanted to do business
in Haiti, you needed to have a relationship with The Clintons. 

The hidden truth is that Haiti has a wealth of hidden resources such as gold and oil and
iridium.  The VCS Mining Company received a gold permit and a�er the permit was

issued, VCS put Hillary’s brother, Tony Rodham in charge. 

The global communications provider, Digicel, run by Clinton Foundation contributor
made millions in revenues.  Caracol Industrial Park, a $300 million investment that the
Clinton State Department claimed would produce 65,000 jobs, never met that goal and
the anchor tenant was a Korean manufacturer and Clinton Foundation supporter. The

list of corporate donors involved in the Clinton scheme in Haiti runs deep.

It is estimated that the IHRC collected over $5.3 billion over two years and $9.9 billion
in three years. The failed agricultural policies under Clinton made sure Haiti, a country
that produced its own rice, would be reliant on US food.

Foreign aid is continuously pumped into Haiti, and no plan is made to bolster the

country’s own capacity to rebuild and produce. Haiti is still run on which business �nds
favor with the US, and while the Clintons were in charge of the US, they presided over
all these failed policies.

Mike Benz says that the CIA-FBI murdered the former President of Haiti. So does
Bukele, the current President of El Salvador.

https://x.com/dom_lucre/status/1767344545119797365?s=20
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MIKE BENZ: Hurricane Hillary has returned to Haiti...

Mind you this is happening one year a�er a team of FBI informants, plus DEA, CIA &
DOD-linked mercenaries all marched into the home of Haiti's President and shot him

dead. The assassinated-by-FBI-informants President of Haiti had been trying to clean
up the drug trade, the same thing the current President of El Salvador, Nayib Bukele, is
doing.

BUKELE: Funny that the DOD, State Department & CIA don't seem to like leaders
cleaning up the drug trade. The CIA funds its coups with money from the drug trade…

Especially when there are hard-to-explain US military occupations directly over the area
where the drugs are being tra�cked out of. Amazingly, the drug trade that Haiti's
President seems to have been assassinated by CIA-linked mercenaries for trying to shut
down was originally set up by the CIA itself. Kind of an amazing coincidence there.

And wow, coincidence of all coincidences, the new President a�er the CIA-linked

assassination of the last one was a lab-grown incubated political leader from a CIA/NED
front group. Anyway, this is why DOD, CIA, State & DHS all dug in to stop Trump from
building a border wall. We lose the cartels, we lose Latin America.
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This is why there's so much funny business with the border politics of Arizona. That
Arizona border is Sinaloa territory, with a multi-decade history of links to US
intelligence.
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The goods are shipped from Arizona straight to Pritzker's & Obama's Chicago.

License to Kill - History of The Sinaloa CartelLicense to Kill - History of The Sinaloa Cartel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIILqWHYyG4
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The DOJ sealed o� & classi�ed the evidence of CIA/FBI involvement in the Haiti
President assassination plot "in the interest of national security." Those on trial can't
see evidence of CIA involvement because it'd damage US national interests.

Oh, no, what could ever possibly explain this! �
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Alex Jones says he believes they’ll pull a Haiti on America before the 2024 election (just
like they did George Floyd before 2020) and try to intimidate the American people into
rolling over and accepting whoever the CIA tells us should be in charge. Will you be
terrorized into submission?
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It’s time to rid America of those who hate us and want to destroy us! God Bless America!
Please give us the courage and strength to stand up against evil and awaken those who

are sleeping through the �re!
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